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An Evening of A Cappella
The Silver Statesmen chorus performed its first show of the year, “An Evening of A Cappella,”
at Temple Sinai in Summerlin in late March. With a full house to sing to, the chorus and the
quartets provided a jam-packed evening of great barbershop. Ring’n Again,
Again, from the Sweet
Adelines, Lady Luck Showtime Chorus was the featured quartet of the show and drew hearty
rounds of applause from the appreciative audience.

From Da Prez
2016 . . . So Far, So Good!
We started off the year with our Installation Banquet followed by:
• Several members attending the Far Western District
Leadership Academy
• Providing a successful Singing Valentines Program
Greg Dreyer
Chapter President

• Hosting a successful Spring Convention for Quartet Pre-lims
and the Southeast and Southwest Divisional Competitions
• Performing a show at Temple Sinai

And there’s more to come:
• With our chapter garnering the bid to host the International Convention in 2017, we’ve
already had our first planning meeting with Dusty Schleier from Nashville
• Hosting a guest night in April
• Looking to perform at a Cabaret show featuring the chorus and its many quartets
• Hosting a Pancake Breakfast on June 26 with Temple Sinai
• And repeating our involvement in a fireworks booth fundraiser June 27 - July 4
We have a great board of directors taking on the responsibilities for the administration of
the chapter and we have one of the best Musical Directors (Jim Halvorson) in the
country. We lost our Music and Performance Vice President, Larry Halvorson, due to a
job relocation. We fortunately have someone like Steve Salmon to take on this very
important job within the chorus. The downside to that was that Steve was the Marketing
Vice President, but again, fortunately for us, Peter Feeney has stepped into that role.
What a pool of talent we have! Thanks for the continued commitment!
Our sound is much improved and our enthusiasm is contagious. We have ambitious
plans for our future and a strategy to make us successful. In addition to our concerts
and shows, we have opportunities for community outreach that extend throughout the
valley. 2016 should be a banner year for the Silver Statesmen as we continue to reach
our potential and then push past it to reach new heights.
Let’s enjoy the ride!!

2016 Board of Directors
Our Chapter Leaders work diligently to make the Silver Statesmen and “barbershop”
well-known within our community. Our outreach programs in the school district, senior
centers, and other community organizations go far to exhibit our desire to give back in
the best way we know how…… It’s the Music!

Once A Silver Statesmen.....
Larry Halvorson had drifted away from participation with the Las
Vegas Metro chapter. He and brother Jim came back to chapter
involvement with the formation of the Silver Statesmen Chorus.
As Vice President for Membership, Larry brought an enthusiasm to
the job that I hadn’t seen in my 15 years of barbershopping. He
wanted to know about each of us, why we sang, what we liked/
didn’t like about chapter meetings, etc. We filled out a survey for
him to better know us and what made us ‘tick’.
Larry Halvorson

To promote a spirit of camaraderie and recognition for what each of
us brings to the chapter, Larry inaugurated the “Silver Nugget” program. From the surveys, Larry chose a member, called him in front of the chapter, and mentioned the
member’s barbershop activity, etc. and presented him with a ‘silver nugget’ (albeit a
stone, painted silver), on a lanyard, to be worn with pride.
After a year as VP for Membership, he was elected Vice President for Music. He saw
our potential as a chorus, and worked hard to inspire us - all of us, the new kids on the
block, but especially the vets. Larry made us want to be better singers, to work smarter, to share the excitement. And we did, and will continue to do so. Competition was
more than working two songs to death to advance to the next level - it was a weekend
to enjoy our hobby and fellowship with guys that felt the same.
Larry got caught up in a numbers game following Westgate’s acquisition of the Hilton.
He turned it into an opportunity to significantly advance his career by relocating to California.
Thanks, Larry, for the inspiration you gave to us all.

Always a Silver Statesmen
Choose to be there, be all the way there, and be a doer along the
way.
Congratulations to those Chapter Members with 90% attendance or
better for this Quarter. (look on the next page for your name). Thank
you for answering the call of our director. There is nothing we can do
that will be more effective than being at our chapter meetings and
taking full advantage of what is presented there and then applying it.
Please know that your attendance matters. We will again be
assigning riser placements so you will have your place to fill with
sound and beauty.

Steve Salmon
Music VP

Thank you for putting up with some of my ranting’s of late. There was the Masculine vs
Feminine: Some of the characteristics of the masculine personality that I find attractive
are Giving vs. Receiving, Leading vs Following, Single focus vs Multiple focus, Our
ability to Go deep and solve a problem, or shrink it till it no longer seems like a problem.
There are also feminine characteristics that I draw towards such as expressing vs
thinking, creating vs pleasing, abstract vs concrete.
When I look at these two characteristics I am reminded of my Focus leading into the
remainder of this year. The Science of Achievement (Masculine) vs the Art of
Fulfillment (Feminine). We must commit to balancing the science of our Sound with the
art of doing it in a Beautiful State. Or, as Jim put it; the art of our possibilities.
Remember that it is important to achieve, but even more important to enjoy. My
personal goal is to create a balance between Expectation & Appreciation. Remember
our Decisions (What we do, what we believe) control us much more than our conditions.
Be a doer. Do more, give more, be more, share more, create more, achieve more, be
happy more, be passionate more, be inspired more.
As expressed in the cadet prayer; May we all make the decision to choose the harder
right, instead of the easier wrong. (OK. Now I’m just getting ridiculous. Ha! Thanks for
reading to the end.)

Chapter attendance stats
For those who keep track of such things, here is a list of Active Chapter Members for Jan-Mar.
Active means they attended at least 3 chapter meetings during this time period. There is an
asterisk next to those who qualify for only missing 1 or 0 rehearsals and are members of the
“Quarterly 90% or Better Club”
Congratulations and a BIG THANKS to those who have supported the chapter with your
consistent attendance!

Stanley Ackers
Richard Adler
Bud Adler
Bob Amblad
Roger Andersen
Roger Buehrer *
Gil Cuevas
Mike Conner *
Ed Cotton
Herb Craig
Greg Dreyer *
Peter Feeney
Fred Goldberg
Eric Green
Fred Green *
Chase Gutierrez
Dallas Halvorson
James Halvorson *
Jim Halvorson *
Kurtis Harrold
Warren Hettinga
Dean Hunt
Mike Hurwitz *
Rick Ives *
Dennis Johnson
Dave Kennedy
Ernie Krausman
Ivan Lambert *
Gordon Lankenau *

John Lenox *
Gary Little *
JD Massa *
Brandon McNabb
Nino Mondi
Dick Morrison *
James Nelson *
Victor Onufrieff
Larry Paterson *
Larry Pechart
Keith Pratt *
Randy Preston *
Dave Pruszka *
Antwun Puckett *
Drake Pyatt
Jerry Raybeck
Kenny Rios
Ben Rockoff *
Steve Salmon *
Steve Scharren *
Aaron Schave *
Brian Sellnow
John Slyman
Wally Smulson *
Flip Sonneman *
Philip Spinks *
Walter Straub *
Jeff Swart *
Albert Weiss *

Wes White *
Chuck Wines

TOTAL Chapter
Mbrs: 88
TOTAL Chapter Mbrs
who live in the LV area
and could be active: 80
TOTAL Chapter Mbrs
actively participating
in the chorus: 59
TOTAL Chapter Mbrs
who missed 1 or 0
chapter meetings in
the 1st quarter: 32

EVERYBODY, SOMEBODY, ANYBODY AND NOBODY
by Stephen Rafe, Oct-Dec 2015 Probemoter

This is a little story about four people named Everybody, Somebody, Anybody, and
Nobody. There was an important job to be done and Everybody was sure that
Somebody would do it. Anybody could have done it. However, Nobody did it.
Somebody got angry about that because it was Everybody’s job. Everybody thought
that Anybody could do it, but Nobody realized that Everybody wouldn’t do it. It
ended up that Everybody blamed Somebody when Nobody did what Anybody could
have done.
___________________________
The key to a chapter’s success is the involvement of the members - with each member
taking on a job that is appropriate to his skills, his time, and his desire to contribute.

Ten Cardinal Rules for Rehearsal
Adapted from JJ Hudson

This is a list of rules originally written for performers in the theater. It has been adapted to
more closely fit what we as singers and chorus members do, or should be doing. If we were
to think “Common Courtesy” we would be following most of these. It has often been said that
choruses are not a democracy, but a benevolent dictatorship.

1. Arrive Early

Early arrival communicates eagerness and interest. It speaks volumes about your respect for
others, your attitude toward the project, and your own level of maturity and awareness.

2. Greet your collaborators

A simple greeting, followed by a “How are you?” acknowledges not only the presence, but
the humanity and dignity of your fellow singers. Such phrases are welcomed and welcoming.
Establishing a human connection goes a long way toward generously giving (and generously
receiving!) benefit of the doubt.

3. Know your part cold

When you are musically and dramatically (think performing—we are all actors) prepared, you
lift the room and those around you.

4. Watch and listen in the rehearsal room

If you are waiting in a rehearsal while someone else is working on a part, you are part of the
performance. Support your colleagues by giving your attention to their performance (please
don’t talk. It is disrupting and rude.)

5. Perform in every rehearsal

If you love performing, then do it. Perform early; perform often; and perform with a passion.
Treat rehearsals as early performances. Avoiding performance until dress rehearsals or
show time is disrespectful to your fellow singers, and possibly detrimental to the project.
Welcome the vulnerability of fully performing in rehearsal, and embrace the constructive
criticism of your performing leaders.

6. Appear enthusiastic and pleased to be in rehearsal

If you have to fake this, then please do—for everyone’s sake. If you regularly have to fake
enthusiasm, you might want to re-evaluate your “hobby” choice.

7. Occasionally compliment your singer-colleagues

For better or worse, as artists we all emotionally live or die by the approval of others. As
artists, we interpret a lack of feedback (positive or negative) from our colleagues as a sign of
disapproval. We all want to please, and hopefully, to be pleased. Occasionally, find
something kind to say about your colleagues’ performances.

8. Keep criticism of your singer-colleagues to yourself

There are people in the room who are supposed to give constructive criticism (directors,
section leaders, etc.). You’re probably not one of them. If praise (warranted or unwarranted)
by colleagues is always appreciated, then unsolicited criticism (no matter how innocently
given) is always resented.

9. Go with the director

As a performer, you are not obliged to agree with a director’s interpretive or staging choices.
You are, however, obliged to go with them.

10. Say thank you, even when people are just doing their jobs.

Like giving a greeting to colleagues, saying “thank you” to production staff and colleagues
goes along way. Say “thank you” to the director, section leaders, choreographers, riser crew,
whomever. You don’t even need to have a reason to say it; just say it. It makes everyone feel
better, and people who feel appreciated perform better.

The Silver Statesmen “Lineup”
DIRECTOR
Jim Halvorson
TENORS (9)
Buehrer, Roger
Conner, Mike
Halvorson, Dallas
Mininger, John
Nelson, James
Preston, Randy
Rios, Kenny
Spinks, Philip
Truman, Carl

LEAD (25)
Adler, Richard
Andersen, Roger
Gil Cuevas
Field, Dick
Green, Eric
Halvorson, James
Halvorson, Larry
Hettinga, Warren
Hurwitz, Mike
Ives, Rick
Lambert, Ivan
Larson, Dave
Lenox, John
Little, Gary
Melcher, Carl
Onufrieff, Victor
Payton, Joe
Pratt, Keith
Pruszka, Dave
Pucci, Roc
Rovere, Rob
Salmon, Collin
Salmon, Steve
Sonneman, Phil
Swart, Jeff

BARITONE (17)
Ackers, Stan
Adler, Bud
Avila, Peter
Cotton, Ed
Guder, Vic
Harrold, Kurtis
Hunt, Dean
Krausman, Ernie
Pascucci, Joe
Raybeck, Jerry
Salz, Don
Sellnow, Brian
Sexton, Derek
Smulson, Wally
Straub, Walter
Weiss, Albert
Wisniewski, Ryan

Newest Chapter
Members
John Slyman - Bass
Gil Cuevas - Lead
Eric Green - Lead
Richard Adler - Lead

BASS (34)
Amblad, Bob
Bossard, Buzz
Bye, Jerry
Cano, Abiel
Cimino, Charlie
Craig, Herb
Dreyer, Greg
Feeney, Peter
Goldberg, Fred
Green, Fred
Gutierrez, Chase
Hulbert, John
Johnson, Dennis
Jovero, Rudy
Judd, Martin
Kennedy, Dave
Krause, Larry
Lankenau, Gordon
Lusk, Bill
Massa, JD
McNabb, Brandon
Mondi, Nino
Morrison, Dick
Paterson, Larry
Pechart, Larry
Puckett, Antwun
Pyatt, Drake
Rockoff, Ben
Scharren, Steve
Schave, Aaron
Slyman, John
White, Wes
Wines, Chuck
Wyson, Joe

COME JOIN US
If you have recently moved to Las Vegas, are just visiting, or have lived
here all your life, we want you to feel welcome at any of our meetings.
WHERE: Good Samaritan Lutheran Church, 8425 W. Windmill Lane, Las
Vegas, NV 89113.
WHEN: Thursday evenings from 7:00 - 10:00 p.m.
WHY: Because if you are between 10 - 110 years old, like to sing, and can
carry a tune in a bucket (singing in the shower and the car is encouraged!) we’d love to have you come and enjoy the evening with us.
Visitors are always welcome!

Our Mission Statement
The Silver Statesmen is a men’s a cappella chorus hailing from Las
Vegas, Nevada. We specialize in the American musical art form of
Barbershop Harmony. Our mission is to share our passion for music
with our community and enrich the lives of our audiences and
members. By striving for growth in our musical endeavors and our
community outreach, we are constantly on a path of progress. What
makes all this possible?
.... It’s the music!

Man of Note pin recognizes individual achievement
The issue of increasing membership has been around for a number of years.
The Barbershop Harmony Society (BHS) thinks it is a major function of each
member of the Society, District and Chapter.
So, years ago, BHS devised a plan to recognize those current members who, on
their own initiative, recruit a new member. That recognition takes the form of the
presentation of a Man of Note pin. Each additional recruit increases the number
that appears on the pin.
Here is a list of the current active Silver Statesmen that have received at least
one Man of Note pin. This list represents only 62 percent of the 86 members on
the BHS Chapter Roster.
Don’t you agree that this list should include every member of the chorus? One
cannot set out to earn the BOTY award or Hall of Fame induction. But each of
us can set a goal of earning one MofN pin (or more) each year.

NAME

# MofN

NAME

Dennis Johnson
Rick Ives
Larry Paterson
Chuck Wines
John Hulburt
Bud Adler
Herb Craig
Don Salz
Carl Truman
Roger Andersen
Fred Goldberg
John Mininger
Dick Morrison
Dale Roberson
Dean Hunt
Steve Salmon
Buzz Bossard
Roger Buehrer
Ed Cotton
Fred Green
Larry Halvorson
Ivan Lambert
Gordon Lankenau
JD Massa
Joe Pascucci
Keith Pratt
Philip Spinks

24
16
13
11
10
9
9
9
9
6
6
6
5
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Greg Dreyer
Peter Feeney
Dallas Halvorson
Warren Hettinga
Rob Rovere
Albert Weiss
Wes White
Joe Wyson
Stan Ackers
Mike Conner
Dick Field
Vic Guder
Jim Halvorson
Kurtis Harrold
Dave Kennedy
Dave Larson
John Lenox
Gary Little
Brandon McNabb
Nino Mondi
Dave Pruszka
Antwun Puckett
Steve Scharren
Brian Sellnow
Jeff Swart
Ryan Wisniewski
TOTAL

# MofN
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
213

From the Risers....
by U. Guys

We were asked to offer up any tips and methods that we use for “getting off the music.” Here
are some of the responses we received:
Larry Halvorson: Write out, in long-hand, no using your word-processor, the words of a song
five times. That repetition has helped burn the lyrics into my brain at a much faster rate than
going over the song with the learning tracks.....however, THAT helps a lot, too!
After learning your part, practice your part for a challenging song, like “Redhead”, against one
of the other learning tracks. When you can sing your part against one or more others, you can
claim that you’ve learned your part.
Bob Amblad: I practice my bass part using the “tenor predominant” track. This week I’ll
practice my bass part with the “bass missing” track. It really works and let’s me know where
my words or notes are a little (OK, a lot) shaky.
Dave Kennedy: Researchers have found that studying/learning/memorizing is much more
efficient first thing in the morning after a nights sleep. They found significant evidence of this
in research, and then experimented with college students taking exams. When the students
went to bed at night, got up early and crammed for the exam in the A.M., they did much better
than they had cramming the night before the exam.
I have tried rehearsing at home in the morning, often before breakfast. The result - I was off
the notes earlier than most. I did this with “Firefly”, “Girl of my Dreams”, and now
“Redhead”. When I’m having a problem with a particular phrase, I keep going over that
phrase as follows:
I put the mouse on the progress line on the bottom of the player, at the beginning of the
phrase.
I start it there and leave the mouse there as I sing with it. If I make a mistake, I
immediately press the mouse button, taking me back to the beginning of the phrase to
start again.
I don't get to sing the whole phrase until I do it correctly. I keep this up until I can do it
correctly each time.
And, some observations about technique. We want to produce a single, properly formed tone
from all the guys. Overtones! Undertones! A full body sound, i.e., supported, that doesn’t
sound forced, but still has plenty of oomph to it, whether we’re singing at a 1-2 range, or a 710 range. Grab the audience’s attention and show them how much we enjoy what we do
through facial expression and body dynamics.
Ivan Lambert: Stick your tongue out more. I heard all the parts - maybe it was my hearing
aids or the wax remover I used. I am nailing notes that I never hit before. I don't have to use a
hammer any more!

O.C. Cash: The Early Years

by Idress Cash
“lifted” from the Toosday Tunes, Nassau Mid-Island Chapter, Westbury NY
Bob Heim, Editor

I was not aware of barbershopping until the big explosion of 1938. My brother, Owen,
worked in a barber shop when he was a youngster, and I suppose he encountered the
craft there. At home, my mother was always singing—hymns, ballads, Stephen Foster
songs— while she was in the garden or busy with housework. Mother and Dad attended singing school when they were young and we had the book they used. Dad used to
sit in a big chair with the book and we would look over his shoulder and sing, but not
often. Dad’s time to sing was Sunday mornings. He used to get up singing some
favorite hymn— very loud.
When we were teenagers, groups of us used to spend a lot of time singing around a
piano. Owen was the leader in our crowd. He managed to get songs from the current
New York musicals shows. He also visited with friends in neighboring towns. Then
Owen learned to play the cornet and played all the Sousa marches. I played all the
accompaniments and we made a lot of noise. Then he switched to the trombone and
more noise. Then he took violin lessons and explored the world of classical music for a
time.
In the latter part of World War I, Owen was in Officers’ Training School. I have no idea
whether he sang barbershop style there; he could have. It is evident he knew the craft
so surely he must have practiced it. One Friday afternoon in the spring of 1938, I
stopped by my brother’s house. The table was set for 12 and he told me he had invited
some men friends for a stag dinner; they wanted to see his new house. He was anxious
to show them the club room which was decorated according to his plan. It was in that
room that the seed was sown that grew into the Society for the Preservation and
Propagation of Barbershop Quartet Singing in the United States (SPPEBQSUS).
The men had such a good time, someone suggested that they meet again, and that
was the meeting on the roof garden of the hotel. When the story appeared in newspapers all over the USA, men began writing letters to Owen wanting to know how they
could be part of such a group. When Owen and Mr. Hall met in the Muehlebach Hotel
and talked it over, the answer became clear: incorporate. That provided a home for the
many “orphans” out there crying to be adopted. The movement was really born that
night when 27 men sang under the stars on a hotel roof.

Things O.C. Cash Forgot to Tell Us
by Bill Gibbons, from the PROBE website

1. The best two places to hide in a chapter are, in order, the nominating committee and the bass
section.
2. There never has, nor will there ever be, a contested election for Treasurer. (right, Wes??)
3. The selection of a Chorus Director is obviously a personality contest. Were it otherwise,
wouldn’t you be the Director?
4. The only advantage to being a Chorus Director is that you get someone else to carry your
pitchpipe.
5. It is morally wrong to allow baritones to keep all of the tidilies.
6. It’s always darkest before the curtain opens.
7. Barbershoppers will accept your idea much more readily if you tell them that last year’s
championship quartet/chorus did it that way.
8. When your friend becomes a section leader, you just lost a friend.
9. Be careful when asked to sing the same note throughout an entire tag - it’s probably the most
difficult part to do well.
10. The most powerful hex-phrase in all of Barbershopping: “I really have this down - listen to
this.”
11. Always try to look your best on stage. It’s easier to fool their eyes than their ears.
12. No matter what happens at contest time, there is always at least one member of the chorus
who knew it would.
13. Although you can’t beat the acoustics, think twice before practicing your part to the tag
‘Love me darling and the world is mine” in the men’s room.
14. No man who eats spaghetti is truly alone. (No, it has nothing to do with Barbershopping.
Also, none of my research supports that Mr. Cash ever said it, but, I like to believe that a guy
who would give us a twelve-word name would have found this to be funny.)
15. There are too few really good leads around any more. If you had one in your quartet, you’d
be competing at International next July.

Summer Singing Camp
The Silver Statesmen chorus will host the First Annual Singing
Camp for high school and college aged young men. The camp will
be every Thursday evening from 7:00 - 9:00 p.m. The dates of the
camp are from May 19 - August 20. Classes will be held at the
Good Samaritan Lutheran Church, 8425 W. Windmill Lane, Las
Vegas 89113.
You can enroll by going to: www.SilverStatesmen.com. Any
questions can be addressed to Ben Rockoff at 702-927-8628.
This summer camp, hosted by the Silver Statesmen chorus, will
focus on educating attendees in the uniquely-American barbershop
style of music (plus other styles, too) and to spread the message
that there is a community of young men in Las Vegas that like to
sing. We will also strive to promote a culture of music and
brotherhood that exists year round.
This idea was inspired by the Real Men Sing concert at Desert
Oasis High School that occurred in 2015. We are hoping to expand
on this event to provide an opportunity that doesn’t conflict with the
school year and provide an environment to sing, learn, and have
fun for the summer.

Quartet Activities
Mike Conner - tenor
Dave Pruszka - lead
Brandon McNabb - baritone
Greg Dreyer - bass

Good Times! is please to announce the addition of Brandon McNabb
to the quartet. He has replaced original Baritone member Dean Hunt
as Dean had other commitments with his church. We wish Dean all
the best and we are excited to be working with Brandon. Our median
age just dropped dramatically! Good Times! hopes to get their
repertoire in shape to participate in the next show performance for
the chorus.

John Waugh - baritone
Rick Ives - lead
Dave Kennedy - bass
Roger Buehrer - tenor

Broadcast Eases Ralph Kraemer Home
by Roger Buehrer

In early February, Broadcast visited and sang for Ralph Kraemer, 87, a founding member of
the Las Vegas Chapter and the first chapter president of the Las Vegas Gamble-aires (1964).
Little did we know it would be Ralph’s last barbershop performance as he passed away just
hours after our visit. Jennifer Margison, Ralph’s daughter, had mentioned Ralph loved patriotic songs and the quartet responded with “God Bless America” and closed with “Friends.”
The following week, Broadcast was invited again to sing at his memorial service. Jennifer
noted that playing barbershop CDs during his final days in hospice seemed to calm him. She
said that she was sure the quartet’s visit was a way of: “Dad telling us that everything was OK
now, and that it was time to go.”
Here’s a salute to the nearly dozen Silver Statesmen who attended the memorial service along
with long-time barbershopper Don Kemna. The Silver Statesmen sang “Let Me Call You
Sweetheart,”, directed by Steve Salmon, Music VP.
“We want to continue to support the activities of the Silver Statesmen - it’s our responsibility
as a barbershopper,” said Roger Buehrer, spokesman for Broadcast. “Singing for Ralph was
one of the most emotional things I have ever done.”
In addition to being the chapter’s first president, Ralph sang lead in the Silver Dollar Four,
his quartet, of which Kemna sang bass.

The Nugget is published quarterly and is the official publication of
the Las Vegas Chapter of the Far Western District (FWD) and the
Barbershop Harmony Society (BHS). The Las Vegas Chapter is the
home of the Silver Statesmen Barbershop Chorus. The chorus
rehearses each Thursday at 7 p.m. at the Good Samaritan Lutheran
Church, 8425 W. Windmill Ln, Las Vegas, NV 89113.

Installation Banquet & awards ceremony
The Silver Statesmen held their annual Chapter Officer Installation and Awards Banquet at
the Three Square Food Bank banquet hall on January 15th. This was the second year that
this event was held at this location and has proven to be an excellent venue for this annual
gathering. The following Board of Directors was installed by Peter Feeney:
President - Greg Dreyer
Executive Vice President - Kenny Rios
Secretary - Ivan Lambert
Treasurer - Wes White
VP, Music - Larry Halvorson
VP, Membership - Philip Spinks
VP, Marketing & PR - Steve Salmon
Members at Large - John Lenox, Dallas Halvorson, Jeff Swart
Immediate Past President - Albert Weiss
(Due to the relocation of Larry Halvorson to CA, Steve Salmon has moved into the job of
VP, Music and Peter Feeney has agreed to take on the job of VP, Marketing & PR)
The annual awards were presented to:
Barbershopper of the Year - Ivan Lambert (for, but not limited to, his coordination of the first
annual Pancake Breakfast at Temple Sinai)
President’s Award - John Lenox (for, but not limited to, his stepping in and coordinating our
first annual Fireworks booth)
Director’s Award - Ben Rockoff (for what he has brought to the chapter in his first year of
membership)
Rookie of the Year - Rudy Jovero (for, but not limited to, his enthusiastic support of the Fireworks booth)

Ivan Lambert - BOTY

Rudy Jovero - Rookie of the Year

John Lenox - President’s Award

Passing the Gavel

Ben Rockoff - Director’s Award

2016 Board of Directors

Along with “pick up” quartets, during the evening, we were also entertained by Fremont
Street Experience and Harmony Lane.

More Chapter Happenings
We’ve had a busy first quarter this year and the calendar looks pretty full for the rest of the
year, too! Of course, with hosting the BHS Int’l Convention next year, we probably won’t be
able to slow down until the end of 2017…..if then…..
Here are a few photos of happenings since the beginning of this year:
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At Temple Sinai for
“An Evening of A Cappella”

Silver Statesmen Calendar
(Board Meeting - 2nd Saturday at Four 7’s / Music Team Meeting 1st Tuesday at 7:00pm)
NOTE: A date with No Rehearsal means not under the direction of Jim Halvorson. It may be a
Dark Night, Social Night, Party Night, Summer Boot Camp, etc. These nights will be under the
direction of the Program VP or Music VP and their teams.

2016
JANUARY
7
First Rehearsal of the year
8-10 FWD Leadership & Harmony College West at Sunset Station
15
Installation Banquet (3 Square)
16
First Board Meeting of the year. Same location as last year. Subsequent
meeting will be on the 2nd Saturday of each month.
FEBRUARY
12-14 Singing Valentines
MARCH
17-20 FWD Spring Convention at Alexis Park Resort, 375 E. Harmon Ave.
26
Chorus Show at Temple Sinai
31
BHS Celebration—Tag Quartet Contest
MAY
19
Guest Night & A Cappella University Kick-off
19-Aug 11
A Cappella University
21
Cabaret - Italian American Club
JUNE
26
Pancake Breakfast at Temple Sinai
27-Jul 4
Fireworks Booth
JULY
5-10 Int’l Convention - Nashville
24-31 BHS Harmony College
30
51’s Baseball - National Anthem
AUGUST
13
Concert with Youth Chorus
SEPTEMBER
3
Retreat
24
Luau at Kenny’s
OCTOBER
(TBD) Youth Festival (Real Men Sing)
13-16 FWD Fall Convention - Riverside, CA
NOVEMBER
26 (TBD)
Ethel M’s Holiday Singout
DECEMBER
10
Christmas Shows (2pm & 7pm - Doc Rando Recital Hall - UNLV)

The Nugget is your newsletter and vehicle for sharing information, stories,
and news about the chapter, chorus, quartets, and the people in them. To
make it interesting and a fun read, I would encourage all of you to provide
articles for publication, photos of quartets in action, our members, chorus on
the risers….. Anything that you find interesting and would like to see in the
newsletter to share with others. — The Editor

